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Who are Bosch?
“I have always acted according to the
principle that it is better to lose money
than trust. The integrity of my promises,
the belief in the value of my products
and in my word of honour have always had a higher
priority to me than a transitory profit.”
Robert Bosch, 1921

For over 125 years, the Bosch

The values that shaped Robert

name has been synonymous with

Bosch’s vision for his new company

engineering excellence. Our home

in 1886 are the same principles that

appliances are renowned for their

guide the business today; never lose

quality, reliability and performance

the trust of your customers, look

which derives from our inherent,

after your staff and partners and

unflagging commitment and the

change things for the better. It’s what

painstaking thoroughness with which

has kept Bosch at the forefront of the

every unit is made. As you would

home appliance industry and what

expect from German engineering,

will keep it there in the future.

there are no gimmicks or frills with
our products – just pure, clean lines
and beautiful, functional simplicity
that will enhance any kitchen.

Meet Karl, the Bosch Engineer.
Karl has devoted his working life to
Bosch and ensures that feedback
from customers continues to help
shape our products of the future.
His detailed knowledge of our
products and long experience
can be accessed by customers
who are looking to purchase
a new appliance.

To understand more about
the innovative features
on our appliances throughout
this brochure, visit our website
bosch-home.co.uk
Follow us to learn more on:
facebook.com/
BoschHomeUK

twitter.com/
BoschHomeUK

pinterest.com/
boschhomeuk
youtube.com/
BoschAppliancesUK
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Customer service

Service you
can rely on.
For help with your home
appliance, trust Bosch
Customer Service.
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Arrange an engineer visit.

Accessories.

Our appliances are manufactured to

Many appliances can be enhanced with

the highest standards, but if you do

optional extras, such as telescopic rails

need a visit from an engineer we are
here to help. We have teams of
locally based engineers around the
country – employed and trained
by Bosch*. This gives them unrivalled
expertise and knowledge of our

We advise that you register your
appliances so that we can contact
you about any product updates.
Visit registermyappliance.org.uk
for more information.

appliances. We repair appliances

You can also call Bosch directly to

both in and out of guarantee.

register your appliance on 0344 892 8979

All repairs are analysed in advance

(option 5). Please call us within 28 days

by a technical team so that the parts

of purchase to discuss the full range of

likely to be needed to complete

options for extending your warranty.

the repair are sent to the engineer’s
van the night before the visit.

Visit the Bosch online store.
Find a comprehensive selection of

your home please call:

accessories to help you get the most

0344 892 8979

out of your appliance, along with our

Calls are charged at the basic rate, please check with your
telephone service provider for exact charges.

You can also arrange an engineer
visit online: bosch-home.co.uk/
bookonline

When buying a Bosch home appliance,
you know you are purchasing a quality,
reliable product. However many
appliances are used daily, so need
cleaning and maintaining to keep
them looking great and operating
at peak performance.
Every one of our cleaning and care
products has been thoroughly tested
and approved for safe and effective use

To arrange an engineer visit to

Lines are open 24 hours.

for ovens or special cookware for hobs.

full range of replacement spare parts
and cleaning & care products at
the Bosch online store.
You can also purchase Tassimo hot

on your Bosch home appliance.

Replacement spare parts.
We keep in stock a comprehensive range
of replacement spare parts for our
appliances for up to ten years.
All our parts are original spare
parts, not copies.

drinks machines, vacuum cleaners,
irons, steam stations, kettles, toasters
and food preparation appliances
directly from us online.

Product advice.

Award-winning service.
Bosch Customer Service was
proud to win the Domestic & General
Total Excellence & Quality Award for

If you need help using programmes or

2015. The award is decided from

features, or need assistance selecting a

surveys sent to customers and

new Bosch appliance from our current

94.5% described our service as

range, our product advice team can help.

excellent or good.

You can call us on

0344 892 8979
or visit: bosch-home.co.uk
for frequently asked questions
and helpful videos.

You can call us on

0344 892 8979
or visit: bosch-home.co.uk/store

Calls will be answered 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
You can contact our specialist advisors Monday to Friday
8am to 8pm, Saturday 8am to 4pm and Sunday 9am to 3pm.
*In some remote areas we may use an approved service partner where the repair process may vary.
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Home Connect:
Smart connectivity
for an easier life.
The future has arrived and it’s knocking on your front door.
Home Connect brings smart technology to your appliances
and lets you control them with your phone or tablet.
So, whether you want to turn the oven on to cook your
dinner when you’re on your way home, or check what’s
in your fridge* while you’re at the shops, you’ll be in
complete control.

*Currently freestanding refrigeration only.
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Look out for our
Home Connect models.
Welcome to your new
digital home.

The app will give you all the information

And if you have guests, there’s even a

you need about the cooking process,

CoffeePlaylist feature that lets you enter

Remote control takes on a new meaning

and will tell you when your meal is ready.

all your guests’ coffee orders.

with Home Connect. You’ll be able to

How lovely to know your dinner is piping

connect to a number of your home

hot and ready to eat the moment you

appliances with your smart device while

walk through the door.

you’re out. You’ll be able to control
your dishwasher easily and monitor its
progress through the cycle. And whether
you’re at home or not, the handy app
will let you know the most suitable
programme for your dishes.
You’ll also be able to use your mobile
device to turn on your oven remotely.

Everything under control.
Remote control.
Turn your oven on and off while on the

Discover a new world.
CoffeeWorld.

go, change running programmes and

Even your coffee
machine
can be
Welcome
to your
new

notification at
endworld.
of a programme.
Discover
a the
new
Save
yourself
effort
and
waiting time.
CoffeeWorld.

connected
to make your life easier.
digital
home.

keep an eye on things, or simply get a

Clever technology
letson
you
choose
Remote
control takes
a new
meaning
between
a
wide
range
of
different
with Home Connect. You’ll be able to

Find cooking
tips,machine
videos and
Even
your coffee
can lots
be of
new
recipes
specially
tailored
to
your
connected to make your life easier.

you’re out. You’ll be able to control your

coffee-making methods and select your

washing machine and dishwasher easily

favourite from the app’s CoffeeWorld.

and monitor their progress through their

Home Connect is a service offered by Home Connect GmbH.
And
if you
haveonguests,
there’s
a
For more
information
Home Connect
pleaseeven
visit

cycles. And whether you’re at home or

CoffeePlaylist feature that lets you enter

not, the handy app will let you know the

all your guests’ coffee orders.

coffee-making
methods
and select
connect
to a number
of your
home your
favourite
from
the
app’s
CoffeeWorld.
appliances with your smart device while

most suitable programme for your
dishes or your laundry.

appliance,
and send
the
preparation
Clever
technology
lets
you
choose
settings
directly
to
your
oven.
between a wide range of different

www.bosch-home.co.uk

Push Notifications.
Home Connect is also able to run remote

You’ll also be able to use your mobile

diagnostics on your home appliances.

device to turn on your oven remotely. The

So, if you want, your fridge can send a

app will give you all the information you

push notification to your smartphone or

need about the cooking process, and will

tablet telling you its current status. You’ll

tell you when your meal is ready. How

be able to check its temperature and if

lovely to know your dinner is piping hot

you’ve left the door open, it will send

and ready to eat the moment you walk

you a warning. You’ll also have access to

through the door.

digital user guides for your appliances,

The world’s coolest camera.
When it comes to your fridge, our

and useful tips to make your everyday life
even easier – and of course help
you achieve perfect results.

innovative interior cameras let you sneak
a peek at what you’ve got in. So, when
you’re at the shops and can’t remember
if you’ve got eggs, you can use your
mobile device to take a look in your
fridge and check.
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Ovens

Introducing the
Bosch oven range.
Whatever kind of cook you are, we have a range
of smart and stylish built-in single or double
ovens for you to choose from. Serve up vitamin
packed meals using one of our innovative steam
ovens or, if limited on space, our easy to use
microwaves and compact appliances will bring
style and function to any kitchen.

Serie | 8

Serie | 6

With their impressive technology,

Simple elegance meets superior

elegant design and crystal clear

technology. Serie 6 ovens give

TFT-touch display, our Serie 8

you more than just convenient

ovens meet every need and more in

operation and maximum energy

the kitchen. The innovative control

efficiency. Modern functionality

wheel provides convenience and

means your oven is easy to use

functionality with full control

with various programmes to

over your dishes at all times.

suit different foods, all available

Plus, thanks to sensor-controlled

to view clearly on the large

programmes, you’ll achieve perfect

LED display.

results every time.

Serie | 4
Modern design, quality

Our Serie 2 oven offers you classic

engineering and practicality.

design with easy operation. This

Our Serie 4 compact microwave

is the optimal solution for anyone

ovens looks stunning inside

who wants a reliable appliance with

and out. Microwave technology

good value for money.

makes it easier for you and
the family to cook.
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Serie | 2

Ovens

Whichever model you
choose from our Serie
ranges, you’ll find lots
of reasons to love your
Bosch oven.
Combination design.
Using the highest quality stainless
steel and glass, our ovens and
compact appliances combine
beautifully to deliver a timeless,
elegant and stylish finish to any
kitchen with sleek, co-ordinated
lines and matching panels.

Energy efficient.
Everything we know about
energy-saving, green technology
has been integrated into our range
of feature-rich, built-in ovens.

Perfectly even results,
every time.
Truly perfect baking and
roasting requires not only the
ideal temperature, but also the
appropriate heating mode.
From 4D Hotair to Hotair Eco,
our ovens offer up to 15 different
heating functions that deliver
great results, whatever the dish.
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Ovens

Welcome to your new
kitchen assistant.
For the easy way to perfect results, look no further than our
built-in ovens. Precision engineering, sophisticated design
and superior performance all help provide cooking success.
Put a new spin on your
cooking.

Even heat. Maximum
flexibility.

Scroll through for the
PerfectBake.

Thanks to 4D Hotair, you can place
your food on any of the four shelf levels
and the results will be consistently
perfect. Our new motor and fan wheel
design makes it possible: it changes the
direction of rotation during operation
to distribute heat evenly on every level.
And that’s not all: with 4D Hotair, you
can also bake and roast on up to four
You’ll always have a complete overview

different levels simultaneously. So you’ll

Baking has never been easier. The

and full control of all your oven’s

enjoy reliable results from top to bottom.

PerfectBake sensor offers precise

functions. The intuitive control wheel
and full-width, high-resolution clear-text
TFT-touch display with DirectSelect
TouchControl buttons make operating

sensitivity and constantly measures

Perfect results at your
fingertips.

our ovens a breeze. Clear, vivid images

Discover our sensor-controlled functions

and helpful prompts guide you through

with Bosch Assist; PerfectBake

each step as you navigate through the

and PerfectRoast. This feature

various programme options.

automatically sets precise information

the moisture level of dishes, as well
as automatically regulating the
baking process.

Scroll through for the
PerfectRoast.

on temperatures and cooking times for

Fits every kitchen and
every need.

all kinds of dishes, plus you can simply
scroll through to find our intuitive baking
and roasting functions.

Thanks to precision craftsmanship
and sophisticated design, our Serie 8
appliances are the stand out choice.
Consistent panel heights and display
designs mean no matter which built-in
appliances or heights you choose, they
all fit together in perfect harmony.

AutoCook automatic programmes are a
feature on selected ovens that work out
the time, temperature and shelf position
for you.

Traditional British beef, Easter lamb
or Sunday roast chicken – with the
PerfectRoast meat probe, perfect
results are guaranteed every time.
Just like a professional chef, but with
complete ease.
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Ovens

Full steam ahead –
for full taste.
Many Serie 8 ovens have special
programmes and functions that combine
the best of a steamer with the benefits
of a classic oven. Those single ovens,
equipped with the added steam
function, produce succulent roasts,
with juicy meats and crispy skins, as well
as breads with the perfect colour and
crust. Full steam option is available in our
compact oven range.

We didn’t reinvent the
wheel. But we taught it
how to cook.

Everything you need at hand: our
intuitive control wheel makes cooking
easier than ever. With just a small turn
of the stainless steel ring, you can
adjust any of your oven’s settings. The
TFT-touch display, with its clear and
straightforward design, guides you
through the various menu options,
giving you full control over your dishes at
all times.

Cleaning made easy.
The ultimate in self cleaning power.
Pyrolytic self-cleaning heats the oven
to around 480º C, which reduces dirt
and grease deposits to dust that can be
easily wiped away.
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Ovens

Single pyrolytic ovens
Serie | 8

Specifications
TFT colour and graphics
display with direct touch

HRG6769S6B
Energy

A

Stainless steel control wheel

Capacity

71L

Added Steam function

Main Cooking Functions 4D hot air, Hotair Eco, Top and
bottom heat, Hotair grilling, Full width variable grill, Bottom
heat, Defrost

SoftClose, SoftOpen door
Pyrolytic self-cleaning
Bosch Assist
3 x LED lights
PerfectRoast meatprobe

Scroll Bosch Assist for
precision cooking.

PerfectBake sensor

The Bosch Assist feature on selected Serie 8 built-in
ovens automatically sets precise information on
temperatures and cooking time. Scroll through for
our intuitive PerfectBake and PerfectRoast functions
for perfect results every time.

3 telescopic rails

15 cooking functions
including 4D Hotair

Serie | 8
HBG6764S6B
Energy

A+

Capacity

71L

Specifications
TFT colour and graphics
display with direct touch

HBG674BS1B
Energy

A+

Capacity

TFT colour and text display
with touch buttons

71L

Stainless steel control wheel

Stainless steel control wheel

SoftClose, SoftOpen door

SoftClose, SoftOpen door

Pyrolytic self-cleaning

Pyrolytic self-cleaning
function

Bosch Assist

1 interior halogen light

1 interior halogen light

Alternative
colour
HBG6764B6B
Black

PerfectRoast meatprobe

13 cooking functions
including 4D Hotair

PerfectBake sensor

1 telescopic rail

13 cooking functions
including 4D Hotair
1 telescopic rail

Main Cooking Functions 4D hot air, Hotair Eco, Top and
bottom heat, Hotair grilling, Full width variable grill, Bottom
heat, Defrost
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Specifications

Alternative colour
HBG674BB1B Black

Main Cooking Functions 4D hot air, Hotair Eco, Top and
bottom heat, Hotair grilling, Full width variable grill, Bottom
heat, Defrost

Ovens

Need to
know more?
For in-depth appliance
details please refer to the
Product Specification
section at the back of this
brochure.
To understand more about
the innovative features
on our appliances visit
bosch-home.co.uk

Serie | 6
HBA73R150B
Energy

A

Capacity

63L

Specifications
Control panel height 11.5cm

HBA63B150B
Energy

A

Capacity

63L

Specifications
Control panel height 11.5cm

2 retractable control dials

2 retractable control dials

Pyrolytic self-cleaning

Pyrolytic self-cleaning
function

1 interior light
9 cooking functions
including 3D Hotair
1 telescopic rail

Main Cooking Functions Top and bottom heat, 3D Hotair,
Hotair Eco, Top and bottom heat, Bottom heat, Hot air grilling,
Full width variable grill, Defrost

1 interior halogen light
6 cooking functions
including 3D Hotair

Main Cooking Functions Top and bottom heat, 3D Hotair,
Hotair Eco, Top and bottom heat, Bottom heat, Hot air grilling,
Full width variable grill
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Ovens

Single ovens
Serie | 8
HBG656RS1B
Energy

A+

Capacity

Specifications
TFT colour and graphics
display with direct touch

71L

HBG634BS1B
Energy

A+

Capacity

Specifications
TFT colour and text display
with DirectSelect buttons

71L

Stainless steel control wheel

Stainless steel control wheel

SoftClose, SoftOpen door

SoftClose, SoftOpen door

EcoClean Direct: back, roof
and side liners

EcoClean Direct: back liner
1 interior halogen light

Bosch Assist

13 cooking functions
including 4D Hotair

1 interior halogen light
PerfectRoast meatprobe
PerfectBake sensor
Alternative colour
HBG656RB1B Black

13 cooking functions
including 4D Hotair

Alternative colour
HBG634BB1B Black

1 telescopic rail

Main Cooking Functions 4D hot air, Hotair Eco, Top and
bottom heat, Hotair grilling , Full width variable grill, Bottom
heat, Defrost

Main Cooking Functions 4D hot air, Hotair Eco, Top and
bottom heat, Hotair grilling , Full width variable grill, Bottom
heat, Defrost

Serie | 6
HBA53R150B
Energy

A

Capacity

66L

Specifications
Retractable control dials
EcoClean back, roof and
side liners
1 interior light

Energy

A

Capacity

66L

Specifications
Standard control dials
Push buttons
EcoClean back liners
Electronic clock timer

8 cooking functions
including 3D Hotair

1 round light

1 telescopic rail

5 cooking functions
including 3D Hotair

Main Cooking Functions Top and bottom heat, 3D Hotair,
Hotair Eco, Top and bottom heat, Bottom heat, Hot air grilling,
Full width variable grill, Defrost
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HBA23B150B

Main Cooking Functions Top and bottom heat,3D Hotair,
Bottom heat, Hot air grilling, Full width variable grill

Ovens

Single ovens
Serie | 6
HBA13R150B
Energy

A

Capacity

66L

Specifications
Control dials with metal cap

HBA13B150B
Energy

A

Capacity

66L

Specifications
Standard control dials

1 level telescopic shelf

Push buttons

Electronic clock timer

Electronic clock timer

1 interior light

1 interior light

4 cooking functions
including 3D Hotair

4 cooking functions
including 3D Hotair

Alternative colours
HBA13B160B Black
HBA13B120B White

Main Cooking Functions 3D Hotair, Hotair grilling, Full width
variable grill, Defrost

Main Cooking Functions 3D Hotair, Hotair grilling, Full width
variable grill, Defrost

Serie | 2
HBN331E7B
Energy

A

Capacity

66L

Specifications
2 retractable control dials
Catalytic liners: ceiling, back
panel
Electronic clock timer
1 interior light
4 heating methods including
3D Hotair

Main Cooking Functions 3D Hotair, Hotair grilling, Full width
variable grill, Defrost
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Ovens

Double ovens
Serie | 6
HBM56B551B

Specifications

Energy

Energy

Capacity

Capacity

(main)

(top)

(main)

(top)

A

B

66L

35L

Electronic control (main oven)

HBM53R550B

Specifications

Energy

Energy

Capacity

Capacity

(main)

(top)

(main)

(top)

A

B

66L

35L

Central illuminated metal
control dial

Control dials with metal cap
2 retractable control dials
Control panel height 11.5cm

Control panel height 11.5cm

7 shelf positions (5 x main,
2 x top)

7 shelf positions (5 x main,
2 x top)

EcoClean back, roof and
side liners in both ovens

EcoClean back, roof and
side liners in both ovens

Electronic clock timer

Electronic clock timer

Interior light in both ovens

Interior light in both ovens

3 cooking functions (top)

Auto cook – 40 programmes

8 cooking functions
including 3D Hotair (main)

4 cooking functions (top)
10 cooking functions
including 3D Hotair (main)

Main Cooking Functions Main: 3D Hotair, Hot air grilling,
Full width variable grill, Defrost. Top: Top and bottom heat,
Bottom heat, Full width variable grill

Main Cooking Functions Main: 3D Hotair, Hot air grilling,
Full width variable grill, Defrost. Top: Top and bottom heat,
Bottom heat, Full width variable grill

Serie | 6
HBM13B550B
Energy

Energy

Capacity

(main)

(top)

(main)

A

B

71L

Specifications
Capacity

35L
(top)

Control dials with metal cap

HBM43B250B

Specifications

Energy

Energy

Capacity

Capacity

(main)

(top)

(main)

(top)

A

B

66L

35L

Standard control dials

Control panel height 11.5cm

Control panel height 11.5cm

7 shelf positions (5 x main,
2 x top)

7 shelf positions (5 x main,
2 x top)

EcoClean back liner
(main oven)

EcoClean back, roof and
side liners in both ovens

EcoClean back and roof
liners (top)

Electronic clock timer

Electronic clock timer
Interior light in both ovens
2 cooking functions including
3D Hotair & Defrost (main)

Interior light in both ovens
3 cooking functions (top)
5 cooking functions
including 3D Hotair (main)

Alternative colour
HBM43B260B Black

Main Cooking Functions Main: 3D Hotair, Defrost.
Top: Top and bottom heat, Full width variable grill
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Main Cooking Functions Main: 3D Hotair, Hot air grilling,
Full width variable grill. Top: Top and bottom heat, Bottom
heat, Full width variable grill

Ovens

Double ovens
Serie | 6
HBM13B251B

Specifications

Energy

Energy

Capacity

Capacity

(main)

(top)

(main)

(top)

A

B

71L

35L

Standard control dials

HBM13B151B

Specifications

Energy

Energy

Capacity

Capacity

(main)

(top)

(main)

(top)

A

B

71L

35L

Standard control dials

Control panel height 11.5cm

Control panel height 11.5cm

7 shelf positions (5 x main,
2 x top)

7 shelf positions (5 x main,
2 x top)

EcoClean back liner
(main)

EcoClean back liner (main)

EcoClean back and roof
liners (top)
Interior light in both ovens
2 cooking functions (top)
2 cooking functions including
3D Hotair & Defrost (main)

EcoClean back and roof liner
(top)
Interior light in both ovens
2 cooking functions (top)
2 cooking functions:
3D Hotair, Defrost (main)
Electronic clock timer

Alternative colours
HBM13B261B Black
HBM13B221B White

Main Cooking Functions Main: 3D Hotair, Defrost.
Top: Top and bottom heat, Full width variable grill

Main Cooking Functions Main: 3D Hotair, Defrost.
Top: Top and bottom heat, Full width variable grill
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Ovens

Built under double ovens
Serie | 6
HBN53R550B

Specifications

Energy

Energy

Capacity

Capacity

(main)

(top)

(main)

(top)

A

B

50L

35L

Control dials with metal cap

HBN43B250B

Specifications

Energy

Energy

Capacity

Capacity

(main)

(top)

(main)

(top)

A

B

50L

35L

Standard control dials

Control panel height 9.6cm

Control panel height 9.6cm

EcoClean back, roof and
side liners (top and main)

EcoClean back, roof and
side liners (top and main)

5 shelf positions (2 top,
3 main)

5 shelf positions (2 top,
3 main)

Interior light in both ovens

Interior light in both ovens

Electronic clock timer

Electronic clock timer

3 cooking functions (top)

3 cooking functions (top)

8 cooking functions
including 3D Hotair &
defrost (main)

5 cooking functions
including 3D Hotair (main)

Alternative colour
HBN43B260B Black

Main Cooking Functions Main: 3D Hotair, Full and half width
variable grill, Hotair grilling, Top and bottom heat, Fast heat,
Defrost. Top: Top and bottom heat, Full width variable grill

Serie | 6
HBN13B251B
Energy

Energy

(main)

(top)

A

B

Capacity

56L

Specifications
Capacity

35L
(top)

Standard control dials
Control panel height 9.6cm
EcoClean back liner (main)
back & roof liners (top)
5 shelf positions (2 x top,
3 x main)
Interior light (both ovens)
Electronic clock timer
2 cooking functions (top)
2 cooking functions
3D Hotair & Defrost (main)

Alternative colours
HBN13B261B Black
HBN13B221B White

Main Cooking Functions Main: 3D Hotair, Defrost, Top: Top
and bottom heat, Full width variable grill
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Main Cooking Functions Main: 3D Hotair, Full width variable
grill, Hotair grilling, Top and bottom heat, Fast heat. Top: Top
and bottom heat, Full width variable grill

Ovens

Compact and steam ovens
Serie | 8
Compact oven

CBG675BS1B
Energy

A

+

Specifications

Compact steam
combination oven

Specifications

Stainless steel control wheel

CSG656BS1B

Stainless steel control wheel

Capacity

47L

TFT colour and text display
with DirectSelect buttons
Pyrolytic self-cleaning

Energy

A+

Capacity

47L

TFT colour and graphics
display with direct touch
buttons

3 shelf positions

EcoClean Direct: back, roof
and sides

Halogen interior light

LED light

SoftClose, SoftOpen door

SoftClose, SoftOpen door

Electronic clock timer

12 main cooking functions
including 4D Hotair &
Hotair Eco

13 main cooking functions
including 4D Hotair &
Hotair Eco

Main Cooking Functions 4D Hotair, Hotair Eco, Hotair
grilling, Full and half width grill, Steam cooking, Reheating,
Defrost

Main Cooking Functions 4D Hotair, Hotair Eco, Hotair
grilling, Full and half width grill, Steam cooking, Reheating,
Defrost

Serie | 8
Compact steam oven

CDG634BS1B

Specifications
Stainless steel control wheel

Capacity

38L

TFT colour and text display
with DirectSelect buttons
Interior light
SoftClose, SoftOpen door
Cooking functions: Steam
cooking, reheating, dough
proving, defrost
Additional functions:
Descaling, automatic boiling
detection

Main Cooking Functions Steam cooking, Reheating, Dough
proving, Defrost, Descaling programme, Auto boiling point
detection
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Ovens

Compact ovens with microwave
Serie | 8
CNG6764S6B
Capacity

45L

Specifications
Stainless steel control wheel

CMG676BS6B
Capacity

45L

Specifications
Stainless steel control wheel

TFT colour and graphics
display with direct touch

TFT colour and graphics
display with direct touch

Pyrolytic self-cleaning

Pyrolytic self-cleaning

SoftClose, SoftOpen door

SoftClose, SoftOpen door

LED light

LED light

Bosch Assist

Bosch Assist

PerfectRoast meat probe

12 main functions including
4D Hotair & Hotair Eco

PerfectBake sensor
14 main functions including
4D Hotair & Hotair Eco

Main Cooking Functions 4D Hotair, Hotair Eco, Hotair
grilling, Full width variable grill, Combi microwave variable
function, Steam reheating, Dough proving

Main Cooking Functions 4D Hotair, Hotair Eco, Top and
bottom heat, Hotair grilling, Full width variable grill, Bottom
heat, Combi microwave variable function

Serie | 8
CMG656BS6B
Capacity

45L

Specifications
Stainless steel control wheel

CMG656BB6B
Capacity

45L

Specifications
Stainless steel control wheel

TFT colour and graphics
display with direct touch

TFT colour and graphics
display with direct touch

EcoClean Direct: back, roof
and side liners

EcoClean Direct: back, roof
and side liners

SoftClose, SoftOpen door

SoftClose, SoftOpen door

LED light

LED light

Bosch Assist

Bosch Assist

12 main functions including
4D Hotair & Hotair Eco

12 main functions including
4D Hotair & Hotair Eco

Main Cooking Functions 4D Hotair, Hotair Eco, Top and
bottom heat, Hotair grilling, Full width variable grill, Bottom
heat, Combi microwave variable function

Main Cooking Functions 4D Hotair, Hotair Eco, Top and
bottom heat, Hotair grilling, Full width variable grill, Bottom
heat, Combi microwave variable function
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Ovens

Compact ovens with microwave and coffee centre
Serie | 8
CMG633BS1B
Capacity

Specifications
Stainless steel control wheel

45L

CFA634GS1B
Capacity

36L

TFT colour and text display
with DirectSelect buttons

Specifications
Built-in microwave
Stainless steel control wheel

SoftClose, SoftOpen door

TFT colour and text display
with DirectSelect buttons

LED light

SoftClose, SoftOpen door

14 automatic programmes

5 microwave power settings
(max 900 W)

6 main functions including
4D Hotair

SoftClose, SoftOpen door
LED light

Alternative colour
CMG633BB1B Black

7 automatic programmes

Main Cooking Functions 4D Hotair, Hotair Eco, Hotair
grilling, Full width variable grill, Microwave and microwave
combi function, Fast heat

Serie | 6
HBC84H501B
Capacity

44L

Main Cooking Functions 5 microwave power settings (90
W,180 W,360 W,600 W), 9 automatic programmes

Serie | 8
Specifications

CTL636ES6

Specifications

Electronic control

Electronic control

2 retractable control dials

SilentCeram Drive

Built-in microwave with grill
& 4 heating methods

CoffeeSensor Pro grinding
unit

4 auto weight defrosting
programmes

Milk froth, warm milk and hot
water available

3 auto weight cooking
programmes

One touch preparation

Interior light
15 automatic programmes
5 microwave power levels;
Max power 900W

Main Cooking Functions 3D Hot air plus, Hot air grilling, Full
width grill, 5 microwave power settings: (900 W, 600W, 360W,
180W, 90W), 4 auto weight defrost programmes, 3 automatic
weight cooking programmes, 15 automatic programmes

TFT display with interactive
menu
MyCoffee: save 8 favourite
beverages
2.4L removable water tank

One-touch preparation Ristretto, Espresso, Espresso
Macchiato, Coffee, Cappuccino, Latte Macchiato, Caffe Latte,
AromaDouble Shot, OneTouch DoubleCup
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Ovens

Warming drawers
Serie | 8
BID630NS1B
Capacity

52L

Specifications
4 functions: dough proving,
defrost, hold warm, plate
warming

Capacity

20L

20L

Specifications
4 functions: dough proving,
defrost, hold warm, plate
warming
Easy to clean toughened
glass heating plate

Can accommodate up to 40
plates / 192 espresso cups

Can accommodate up to 12
plates / 64 espresso cups

Adjustable temperate
40-80°C

Adjustable temperate
40-80°C

Max weight capacity 25kg

Max weight capacity 25kg

Specifications
4 functions: dough proving,
defrost, hold warm, plate
warming
Easy to clean toughened
glass heating plate
Can accommodate up to 12
plates / 64 espresso cups
Adjustable temperate
40-80°C
Max weight capacity 25kg
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Capacity

Easy to clean toughened
glass heating plate

Serie | 8
BIC630NB1B

BIC630NS1B

Ovens

Built-in microwave ovens
Serie | 8
BEL634GS1B
Capacity

21L

Specifications
Microwave oven with grill

BFL634GS1B
Capacity

21L

Stainless steel control wheel

Specifications
Stainless steel control wheel
TFT colour and text display
with DirectSelect buttons.

TFT colour and text display
with DirectSelect buttons.

Auto cook programmes

Auto cook programmes

7 automatic programmes

10 automatic programmes

Left-hinged side opening
door

Left-hinged side opening
door

LED light

LED light
3 combination microwave
and grill power levels. Max
power 360W

5 microwave power levels;
Max power 900W
Alternative colour
BFL634GB1B Black

Serie | 6
HMT84G654B
Capacity

25L

Specifications
Microwave oven with grill

HMT84M654B
Capacity

25L

Specifications
1 retractable control dial

1 retractable control dial

Push buttons

Push buttons

1 memory function

1200W quartz grill function

4 weight auto defrost
programmes

1 memory function

Left-hinged side opening
door

4 weight auto defrost
programmes

1 interior light

1 weight auto combination
programme
Left-hinged side opening
door
1 interior light
3 combination microwave
and grill power levels. Max
power 360W

5 microwave power levels;
Max power 900W
Alternative colours
HMT84M664B Black
HMT84M624B White

For installation in tall housing

For installation in tall housing
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Ovens

Built-in microwave ovens
Serie | 6
HMT75G654B
Capacity

20L

Specifications
Microwave oven with grill

HMT75M654B
Capacity

20L

Specifications
1 retractable control dial

1 retractable control dial

Push buttons

Push buttons

1 memory function

1 memory function

3 weight cooking
programmes

1 weight auto combination
programme

4 weight auto defrost
programmes

4 weight auto defrost
programmes

1 weight auto combination
programme

1000W quartz grill function

Left-hinged door

Left-hinged door
1 interior light
3 combination microwave
and grill power levels. Max
power 360W

Alternative colours
HMT84M664B Black
HMT84M624B White

1 interior light
5 microwave power levels;
Max power 800W
For installation in tall housing
and into 60cm wide tall unit
(at least 30cm deep)

For installation into a
60cm wide wall unit
(at least 30cm deep)

Freestanding microwaves
Serie | 4
HMT75M551B
Capacity

17L

Serie | 4
Specifications
Standard control dials

Capacity

25L

Specifications
1 retractable control dial

Push buttons

Push buttons

1 memory function

1 memory function

3 weight cooking
programmes

3 weight cooking
programmes

4 weight auto defrost
programmes

4 weight auto defrost
programmes

Left-hinged door

Left-hinged door

1 interior light

1 interior light

5 microwave power levels;
Max power 800W

5 microwave power levels;
Max power 900W

For installation into a 50cm
wide wall unit (at least 30cm
deep)
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HMT84M451B

Alternative colours
HMT84M461B Black
HMT84M421B White

Ovens

Freestanding microwaves
Serie | 4
HMT75M451B
Capacity

17L

Specifications
1 retractable control dial

HMT75G451B
Capacity

17L

Microwave oven with grill

Push buttons

1 retractable control dial

1 memory function

Push buttons

3 weight cooking
programmes

Microwave and quartz grill
(1000W)

4 weight auto defrost
programmes

1 memory function
1 weight auto combination
programme

Left-hinged door
1 interior light

Alternative colours
HMT75M461B Black
HMT75M421B White

Specifications

3 weight auto cooking
programmes

5 microwave power levels;
Max power 800W

4 weight auto defrost
programmes
Left-hinged door
1 interior light
5 microwave power levels;
Max power 800W

Serie | 4
HMT72G450B
Capacity

17L

Specifications
Microwave oven with grill

HMT72M450B
Capacity

17L

Specifications
Rotary control

Rotary control

Left-hinged door

Microwave and quartz grill
(1000W)

1 interior light

Left-hinged door

5 microwave power levels;
Max power 800W

1 interior light
5 microwave power levels;
Max power 800W
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Electric Hobs

Serie | 8

Serie | 6

Our Serie 8 range of electric

Expect excellent operation and

Featuring a range of Serie 4

hobs combines convenience and

timeless designs with our Serie 6

electric hobs that are convenient

elegant design, allowing you to

range of hobs. You’ll get premium

and simple to operate, our

select individual cooking zones

engineering and materials so that

essential range maintains classic
design with contemporary style.

and power levels. All controlled at

you can always cook something

just the touch of a button with the

a little bit special. Get ultimate

modern touch control.

control with the easy to use
DirectSelect touch control.
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Serie | 4

As you would expect from Bosch, all our
electric hobs are made using high quality
materials, are easy to use and add
contemporary elegance to any kitchen.
To help you choose the right electric hob
for your home we have divided them into
the three ranges below.

Whichever model you
choose from our Serie
ranges, you’ll find lots
of reasons to love your
Bosch electric hob.

Electric Hobs

Introducing the
Bosch electric
hob range.

Twice as fast as gas.
Induction hobs can heat food and
boil water nearly twice as fast as
gas and three times faster than
ceramic hobs*. And as they’re also
more energy efficient, you’ll save
money as well as time.

Cooking that’s designed
around you.
Ultimate flexibility with
FlexInduction. One, two or three
pots, or even a large casserole:
the Bosch FlexInduction hob leaves
it up to you. At the flick of a switch,
you can combine two induction
zones into a large induction surface
on which you can cook the way
you want.

*Based on time required to heat 2 litres of water at
15°C to 90°C using Bosch hobs . In accordance with
EN 50304/ EN 60350: 2009.
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Electric Hobs

Cooking that’s
designed
around you.
Our built-in induction hobs use
innovative and intuitive technology to
make them quick and simple to use –
and even better – easy to clean.

More control at your
fingertips.
Set the correct temperature with a
single touch thanks to DirectSelect.
No more scrolling up or down, just
simply press one button to select the
right heat level.

Flexible.
FlexInduction is great for roaster pans
and poaching as well as large grill pans.
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Electric Hobs

Express cooking.

Clean up in an instant.

Easy to clean.

Induction cooking with a turbo boost.

In case of any spills, simply select the

Automatic pan recognition only heats

The Boost function allows you to

Freeze function which freezes all the

up the base of the pan and not the rest

increase the power of the cooking zone

heat settings so you can thoroughly wipe

of the zone, which doesn’t waste energy

by 50%* – perfect for large pots and

and clean the hob surface. To restore

and leaves the rest of the hob cool to

pans or when you’re in a hurry.

the previous heat settings simply touch

touch. Keeping the hob cooler makes it

the button again!

safer and also prevents spillages from
burning on so it’s easy to clean.

*

In accordance with EN 50304/ EN 60350: 2009.
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Electric Hobs

FlexInduction hobs
Serie | 8
PIZ975N17E

5 zone, black glass with brushed steel trim

90

DirectSelect

cm

Hob Width 90cm
DirectSelect direct heat setting selection

FlexInduction.
Ultimate flexibility with our FlexInduction hob.
One, two or three pots, or even a large casserole,
FlexInduction leaves it up to you. At the flick of
a switch, you can combine two induction zones
into a large induction surface on which you can
cook the way you want.

Serie | 8
PIP875N17E

5 zone, black glass with
brushed steel trim

80

DirectSelect

cm

Specifications
Electronic power level display
Control panel lock
Boost setting for all zones

PIV675N17E

4 zone, black glass with
brushed steel trim

60

DirectSelect

cm

Specifications
Electronic power level display
Control panel lock
Boost setting for all zones

Automatic pan recognition

Automatic pan recognition

2 stage Hh residual heat
indicator for each zone

2 stage Hh residual heat
indicator for each zone

5 induction cooking zones

4 induction cooking zones

1 FlexInduction zone

2 FlexInduction zones

Hob Width 80cm

Hob Width 60cm

DirectSelect direct heat setting selection

DirectSelect direct heat setting selection
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Electric Hobs

Need to
know more?
Specifications
DirectSelect operation
Electronic power level display
Control panel lock
Boost setting for all zones
Automatic pan recognition
2 stage Hh residual heat
indicator for each zone

For in-depth appliance
details please refer to the
Product Specification
section at the back of this
brochure.
To understand more about
the innovative features
on our appliances visit
bosch-home.co.uk

5 induction cooking zones
2 x FlexInduction zones
Central 32cm triple zone

Serie | 8
PIN675N17E

4 zone, black glass with
brushed steel trim

60

DirectSelect

cm

Serie | 6
Specifications
Electronic power level display
Control panel lock
Boost setting for all zones

PIN651F17E

4 zone, black glass with 3 side
frameless beveled finish

60

DirectSelect

cm

Specifications
Electronic power level display
Control panel lock
Boost setting for all zones

Automatic pan recognition

Automatic pan recognition

2 stage Hh residual heat
indicator for each zone

2 stage Hh residual heat
indicator for each zone

4 induction cooking zones

4 induction cooking zones

1 FlexInduction zone

1 FlexInduction zone
Quickstart
Restart
Energy consumption display

Hob Width 60cm

Hob Width 60cm

DirectSelect direct heat setting selection

DirectSelect direct heat setting selection
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Electric Hobs

Induction hobs
Serie | 8
PIE975N14E

4 zone, black glass with
brushed steel trim

90

DirectSelect

cm

Specifications
Electronic power level display
Control panel lock
Boost setting for all zones

PIM875N14E

4 zone, black glass with
brushed steel trim

80

DirectSelect

cm

Specifications
Electronic power level display
Control panel lock
Boost setting for all zones

Automatic pan recognition

Automatic pan recognition

2 stage Hh residual heat
indicator for each zone

2 stage Hh residual heat
indicator for each zone

4 induction cooking zones

5 induction cooking zones

Freeze function

Freeze function

Hob Width 90cm

Hob Width 80cm

DirectSelect direct heat setting selection

DirectSelect direct heat setting selection

Serie | 6
PIM851F17E

4 zone, black glass with 3 side
frameless beveled finish

80

DirectSelect

cm

Specifications
Electronic power level display
Control panel lock
Boost setting for all zones

PIL811F17E

4 zone, black glass
frameless design

80

DirectSelect

cm

Specifications
Electronic power level display
Control panel lock
Boost setting for all zones

Automatic pan recognition

Automatic pan recognition

2 stage Hh residual heat
indicator for each zone

2 stage Hh residual heat
indicator for each zone

5 induction cooking zones

4 induction cooking zones

Freeze function

Freeze function

Quickstart

Quickstart

Restart

Restart

Energy consumption display

Energy consumption display

Hob Width 80cm

Hob Width 80cm

DirectSelect direct heat setting selection

DirectSelect direct heat setting selection
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Induction hobs

PIE675N14E

4 zone, black glass with
brushed steel trim

60

DirectSelect

cm

Serie | 6
Specifications
Electronic power level display
Control panel lock
Boost setting for all zones

PIE651F17E

4 zone, with 3 side frameless
beveled finish

60

DirectSelect

cm

Specifications
Electronic power level display
Control panel lock
Boost setting for all zones

Automatic pan recognition

Automatic pan recognition

2 stage Hh residual heat
indicator for each zone

2 stage Hh residual heat
indicator for each zone

4 induction cooking zones

4 induction cooking zones

Freeze function

Quickstart

Can be installed with a
domino hob

Restart
Energy consumption display

Hob Width 60cm

Hob Width 60cm

DirectSelect direct heat setting selection

DirectSelect direct heat setting selection

Serie | 6
PIA611F18E

4 zone, frameless

60

DirectSelect

cm

Electric Hobs

Serie | 8

Serie | 4
Specifications

PIA611B68B

4 zone, frameless

Electronic power level display
Control panel lock

Specifications
Touch control

60
cm

Electronic power level display

Boost setting for all zones

Control panel lock

Automatic pan recognition

Boost setting for all zones

2 stage Hh residual heat
indicator for each zone

Automatic pan recognition

4 induction cooking zones

2 stage Hh residual heat
indicator for each zone

Freeze function

4 induction cooking zones

Quickstart

Quickstart

Restart

Restart

Energy consumption display

Hob Width 60cm

Hob Width 60cm

DirectSelect direct heat setting selection
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Electric Hobs

Induction hobs

Quicktherm ceramic hobs

Serie | 2
PIE611B17E

4 zone, frameless

60

DirectSelect

cm

Serie | 4
Specifications

PKN811D17E
4 zone, frameless

Electronic power level display
Control panel lock

Specifications
Touch control

80
cm

Electronic power level display

Boost setting for all zones

Control panel lock

Automatic pan recognition

2 stage Hh residual heat
indicator for each zone

2 stage Hh residual heat
indicator for each zone

2 dual/extendable zones

4 induction cooking zones

4 cooking zones

Quickstart

Restart

Restart

Hob Width 60cm

Hob Width 80cm

DirectSelect direct heat setting selection

Quicktherm ceramic hobs
Serie | 4
PKE611D17E
4 zone, frameless

Serie | 2
Specifications
Touch control

60
cm

Electronic power level display
Control panel lock

PKF659C17E

4 zone, premium white
frameless with facetted edge

60
cm

2 stage Hh residual heat
indicator for each zone
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Variable 9-stage power
settings for each zone
Residual heat indicator for
each zone
1 dual/extendable zone
4 cooking zones

4 cooking zones

Hob Width 60cm

Specifications

Hob Width 60cm

Quicktherm ceramic hobs

PKE611C17E
4 zone, frameless

60
cm

Serie | 2
Specifications
Variable 9-stage power
settings for each zone

NCT615C01

4 zone, brushed steel

60
cm

Residual heat indicator for
each zone

Specifications

Electric Hobs

Serie | 2

Sealed plate electric hobs

Variable 9-stage power
settings for each zone
4 super fast sealed cooking
plates

4 cooking zones

Alternative colours
NCT616C01 Black
NCT612C01 White

Hob Width 60cm

Hob Width 60cm
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Gas Hobs

Serie | 8

34

Serie | 6

Serie | 4

Our Serie 8 range of gas

Expect excellent operation and

Featuring a range of gas hobs

hobs combines convenience

timeless designs with our Serie 6

that are convenient and simple

and truly elegant design with

range of hobs. You’ll get premium

to operate, our Serie 4 range

ultimate cooking control, meaning

engineering and materials so that

maintains classic design and style.

a truly professional performance

you can always cook something a

in the kitchen.

little bit special.

Professional performance and control matched
with stylish good looks, Bosch gas hobs are
available in a variety of finishes and colours.
To help you choose the right gas hob for
your home we have divided them into
the three ranges below.

Whichever model you
choose from our Serie
ranges, you’ll find lots
of reasons to love your
Bosch gas hob.
Stunning good looks and
ultimate control.
A gas hob delivers instant heat
and is easy to adjust and control,

Gas Hobs

Introducing
the Bosch gas
hob range.

making it a favourite in many
kitchens. With a wide selection
of widths and finishes to choose
from, a gas hob can add as much
elegance as practical functionality
to any kitchen.

Chef’s recommendation.
The hob of choice in most
professional kitchens, modern
gas hobs are as stylish as they are
practical. Our gas hobs come with
cast iron pan supports that are
either front or side mounted. With
ignition built in to the controls, all it
takes is one action to ignite and set
the hob to the correct cooking level.
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Gas Hobs

A new level of
style, safety and
smart design.
From fast and furious wok cooking to a gentle
rolling simmer, our built-in gas hobs are safe,
cleverly designed and elegantly stylish.

36

Safety you can rely on.

Smart design.

Powerful, dual ring wok burners are

A Quick Stop main switch allows all

Square design pan supports don’t just

perfect for oriental cooking. They deliver

gas burners on the hob to be turned

look good, but provide more stability

a boost both in power and speed, but

off quickly and locked if needed, for

for pots and pans. Cleverly designed to

can also be used very effectively at lower

instance if you have to answer the

fit together, they are separate pieces,

settings when required.

phone or door.

which make them easy to handle and

Gas Hobs

A touch of the Orient.

clean. The elegant tempered glass base
allows for a choice of surface mounting
for quick and easy installation, or flush
mounting which gives a continuous
sleek worktop effect.
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Gas Hobs

Gas hobs
Serie | 6
PPS916B91E

5 burner, premium black frameless design

90
cm

Hob Width 90cm

Specifications
1kW dual control wok burner
Easy to use front mounted controls
Flame failure safety device
5 gas burners: wok, high speed,
2 standard & 1 economy

Serie | 6
PPS816M91E

5 burner, premium black
frameless design

80
cm

Specifications
1 x wok style burner
Easy to use front mounted
controls

PPP616M91E

4 burner, premium black
frameless design

60
cm

Flame failure safety device
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Easy to use front mounted
controls
Flame failure safety device
4 gas burners: high speed,
2 standard, 1 economy

5 gas burners: wok, high
speed, 2 standard,
1 economy

Hob Width 80cm

Specifications

Hob Width 60cm

Easy to control.
Front mounted controls are more
easily accessible and ignition is built
into the dials. Ignite and power the
hob in one action, meaning you have
ultimate control of your cooking.

Need to
know more?

Gas Hobs

For in-depth appliance
details please refer to the
Product Specification
section at the back of this
brochure.
To understand more about
the innovative features
on our appliances visit
bosch-home.co.uk

Serie | 6
PCR715M90E

5 burner, brushed steel

Specifications

PCH615M90E

4 burner, brushed steel

1 x dual control wok burner

70
cm

Hob Width 70cm

Easy to use front mounted
controls

Specifications
1 x wok style burner

60
cm

Easy to use front mounted
controls

Flame failure safety device

Flame failure safety device

5 gas burners: wok, high
speed, 2 standard,
1 economy

4 gas burners: wok, high
speed, standard, economy

Hob Width 60cm
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Gas Hobs

Gas hobs
Serie | 6
PPQ716B91E

5 burner, black frameless
design

70
cm

Specifications
1 x wok style burner
Easy to use front mounted
controls

PPP616B91E

4 burner, black frameless
design

60
cm

Flame failure safety device

Easy to use front mounted
controls
Flame failure safety device
4 gas burners: high speed,
2 standard, 1 economy

5 gas burners: wok, high
speed, 2 standard,
1 economy

Hob Width 70cm

Specifications

Hob Width 60cm

Serie | 6
PCS815B90E

5 burner, brushed steel

Specifications

PCR915B91E

5 burner, brushed steel

1 x dual control wok burner

80
cm

Hob Width 80cm
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Easy to use front mounted
controls

Specifications
1 x wok style burner

90
cm

Easy to use front mounted
controls

Flame failure safety device

Flame failure safety device

5 gas burners: wok, high
speed, 2 standard,
1 economy

5 gas burners: wok, high
speed, 2 standard,
1 economy

Hob Width 90cm

Gas hobs
Serie | 6
PCQ715B90E

5 burner, brushed steel

Specifications

PCP615B90B

4 burner, brushed steel

1 x wok style burner

70
cm

Easy to use front mounted
controls

60
cm

Specifications
Easy to use front mounted
controls
Flame failure safety device

Flame failure safety device

4 gas burners: high speed,
2 standard, 1 economy

Gas Hobs

5 gas burners: wok,
high speed, 2 standard,
1 economy

Alternative colours
PCP616B90E Black
PCP612B90E White

Hob Width 70cm

Hob Width 60cm

Serie | 2
POP6B6B80
4 burner, black

Specifications

PBH6B5B60

4 burner, brushed steel

Side controls

60
cm

Flame failure safety device

Specifications
Dual control burner

60
cm

4 gas burners

Side controls
Flame failure safety device
4 gas burners

Hob Width 60cm

Hob Width 60cm
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Gas Hobs

Gas hobs
Serie | 2
PBP6B5B60

4 burner, brushed steel

Specifications
Side controls

60
cm

Flame failure safety device
4 gas burners

Alternative colours
PBP6B6B60 Black
PBP6B2B60 White

Hob Width 60cm
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Domino hobs
Serie | 8
PRA326B70E

Wok-style gas hob,
brushed steel trim

30

1 dual control wok burner
Front controls
Flame failure safety device

PRB326B70E

2 burner gas hob,
brushed steel trim

30
cm

Specifications
Front controls
Flame failure safety device
2 gas burners: 1 high speed,
1 standard

Gas Hobs

cm

Specifications

Hob Width 30cm

Hob Width 30cm

Serie | 2
PIE375C14E

2 zone ceramic induction hob,
brushed steel trim

30
cm

Specifications
Electronic control
Front controls
2 stage residual heat indicator

PKF375V14E

2 zone Quick-Therm ceramic
hob, brushed steel trim

30
cm

Specifications
Front controls
2 stage residual heat indicator
1 dual/extendable zone

Automatic pan recognition

Hob Width 30cm

Hob Width 30cm
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Hoods

Serie | 8

Serie | 4

Advanced design standard

Ultimate convenience and

As the centre of family life,

and functionality to fit perfectly

tasteful design make cooker hoods

the kitchen needs to have a

in your kitchen. With our Serie 8

within our Serie 6 range an asset

comfortable atmosphere free

range of hoods experience

to any stylish kitchen. Electronic

of cooking steam and disruptive

maximum operating convenience

controls give you ease of use.

noise. Our Serie 4 range of cooker

with DirectSelect control and as

hoods are extremely quiet, easy to

you would expect from Bosch,

operate and impressive with their

high quality craftsmanship

modern design.

combined with cutting-edge
technologies.
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Serie | 6

Offering a blend of function and form,
Bosch hoods deliver quiet, effective
extraction that makes the kitchen and
home a more pleasant environment.
Make a bold design statement, or
complement a more minimalist look.
To help you choose the right hood,
we have divided them into the three
ranges below.

Whichever model you
choose from our Serie
ranges, you’ll find lots
of reasons to love your
Bosch hood.
Why shout when you
can whisper?
The motors in all of our hoods need
to deliver powerful performance
for maximum extraction, but
that doesn’t mean your home
environment has to suffer. We have
designed state-of-the-art motors
in most hoods that generate noise
levels of just 45 decibels*, which is
about the same level of sound as a
quiet conversation. And our quietest
model delivers a library quiet

Hoods

Introducing
the Bosch
hood range.

peacefulness of just 41 decibels**.

In this light, even your
electricity bill looks good.
Our hood ranges incorporate
energy efficient lighting that can be
adjusted for bright illumination to
work under, or lower illumination
for ambient mood lighting in the
kitchen. High-efficiency LED lights
make both your kitchen and energy
bill look good.

Designer looks.
Bosch has created a cooker hood
design for every kitchen. From a
stylish Island design, angled or
curved contemporary glass to fully
integrated or concealed. With a
wide variety of sizes, types and
finishes to choose from, it’s easy
to find the right cooker hood to
perfectly match your kitchen.

* (45dB(A) re 20μPa sound pressure)
** (40dB(A) re 20μPa sound pressure)
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A breath of fresh
air in hood design.
The right cooker hood can reduce smells
and steam and leave your kitchen feeling
fresh and clean. And a Bosch hood will do
it all with silent efficiency.

Fresh thinking.

Designer looks.

Your ‘second nose’
in the kitchen.
The EcoSensor regulates the extraction
power of the cooker hood. Every
few seconds it analyses the vapour
intensity of the cooking and adjusts the
power level automatically, so you can
concentrate on your cooking rather than
worrying about whether your hood is on
the right setting.

Metal grease filters efficiently filter

The filter is concealed behind a stylish

grease and other solid particles out

brushed steel cover with a brushed steel

of the extracted air – which means your

handle to hide grease build up, for a

kitchen will be cleaner. And our filters

really sleek finish.

are even designed to be washed in
the dishwasher.
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DIY installation.

Downdraft.

Our EcoSilence Drive™ brushless

Our suspended ceiling hood is

Discover our new downdraft ventilation

friction-free motor and energy saving

designed for easy installation. As it

hood DDA097G59B that blends

LED lights reduce energy consumption

uses recirculation with charcoal filters,

seamlessly into our built-in hob

by up to 80% compared to a similar

it doesn’t require a ducting system to

appliances. Perfect for kitchen islands

five-year-old model, without

be in place or the ceiling to be lowered.

or minimalist designs, it can be neatly

compromising results.*

It simply needs to be screwed in place,

tucked away into your worktop when

and thanks to a high-power extraction

not in use.

Hoods

EcoSilence Drive™.

setting, you’ll always have fantastic air
quality in your kitchen.

* Same power setting, same extraction rate, halogen lights.
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Island hoods
Serie | 8
DDA097G59B
Downdraft hood
Energy

C

90
cm

Energy Efficiency C
Hood Width 90cm

Serie | 8
DID106T50
Ceiling hood

Specifications

DIB091K50B
Island hood

Easy installation
100
cm

Electronic touch control
Energy

Rim ventilation

A

90
cm

Filter saturation indicator

Remote electronic controls

3 power levels + intensive

3 power levels + intensive

4 x LED lights

2 strip LEDs

Softlight with dimmer
function
Auto intensive revert (6 mins)

Softlight with dimmer function
Runs for an extra 30 minutes

Ducted or recirculating
operation

Suitable for recirculated
operation

EcoSensor

Energy Efficiency A
Hood Width 90cm
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Rim ventilation

Filter saturation indicator

Auto intensive revert (6 mins)

Hood Width 100cm

Specifications

Performance and design
perfectly matched.
Serie 8 hoods have been designed to beautifully match
the other appliances in the range and contain some
of our most innovative, cutting edge and user-friendly
technologies. The modern black touch panel uses touch
control which looks stylish and is easy to use.

Need to
know more?

Specifications
Downdraft for installation in worktops
Extension height 401 mm
Grease filter saturation indicator
TouchControl with electronic display
4 power levels and intensive setting
LED lighting: for perfect, very energy-efficient
illumination of the hob.

For in-depth appliance
details please refer to the
Product Specification
section at the back of this
brochure.
To understand more about
the innovative features
on our appliances visit
bosch-home.co.uk
Hoods

Automatic intensive revert (6 mins)
Runs for an extra 15 minutes
Twin channel high performance fan motor
Suitable for ducted or re-circulated extraction

Serie | 8
DIB091U51B
Island hood

Serie | 6
Specifications

DIA098E50B
Island hood

Electronic power level display
Energy

A

+

90
cm

Electronic power level display
Energy

Filter saturation indicator

Specifications

A

+

90
cm

Filter saturation indicator

Electronic touch control

Soft touch control

3 power levels + intensive

3 power levels + intensive

4 x LED lights

4 x 20 W

Softlight with dimmer
function

Softlight with dimmer
function

Auto intensive revert (6 mins)

Auto intensive revert (6 mins)

Ducted or recirculating
operation

Ducted or recirculating
operation

EcoSensor

Energy Efficiency A+

Energy Efficiency A+

Hood Width 90cm

Hood Width 90cm
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Chimney hoods with glass
Serie | 8
DWK098G61B
Angled hood

Serie | 6
Specifications

DWK098E51B
Angled hood

Electronic control
Energy

A

90
cm

Electronic power level display
Energy

Rim ventilation

Specifications

A

90
cm

Black glass

Touch control with
electronic display
3 power levels + 2 intensive

Touch control with
electronic display

2 x LED lights

4 power levels + intensive

Auto intensive revert (6 mins)

2 x LED lights

Ducted or recirculating
operation

Auto intensive revert (6 mins)

Softlight with dimmer
function

Ducted or recirculating
operation

10 minute run on

15 minute automatic run on

Alternative width
DWK068G61B 60cm

Energy Efficiency A

Energy Efficiency A

Hood Width 90cm

Hood Width 90cm

Serie | 6
DWA097E51B
Energy

A+

90
cm

Specifications
Electronic power level display

DWA078E50B
Energy

A+

70
cm

Electronic power level display

Filter saturation indicators

Filter saturation indicators

Soft touch button control

Soft touch button control

3 power levels + 2 intensive

3 power levels + 2 intensive

2 x LED lights

2 x LED lights

Softlight with dimmer
function

Softlight with dimmer
function

Auto intensive revert (6 mins)

Auto intensive revert (6 mins)

Ducted or recirculating
operation

Ducted or recirculating
operation

10 minute automatic run on

10 minute automatic run on

Alternative width
DWA067E51B 60cm

Energy Efficiency A+

Energy Efficiency A+

Hood Width 90cm

Hood Width 70cm
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Specifications

Chimney hoods with glass
Serie | 2
DWA094W51B

Specifications

DWA094W50B

Electronic power level display
Energy

D

90
cm

Electronic power level display
Energy

Rocker switch control

Specifications

D

90
cm

Rocker switch control

3 power levels

3 power levels

2 x 20W

2 x 20W

Ducted or recirculating
operation

Ducted or recirculating
operation

Alternative widths
DWA074W50B 70cm
DWA064W50B 60cm
Hoods

Alternative width
DWA064W51B 60cm

Energy Efficiency D

Energy Efficiency D

Hood Width 90cm

Hood Width 90cm
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Chimney hoods
Serie | 8
DWB098J50B
Box hood

Serie | 6
Specifications

DWB098E51B
Box hood

Electronic touch control
Energy

A

+

90
cm

Electronic power level display
Energy

3 power levels + 2 intensive

Specifications

A

+

90
cm

Filter saturation indicators

3 x LED lights

Soft touch button control

Softlight with dimmer
function

3 power levels + 2 intensive
3 x LED lights

Auto intensive revert (6 mins)

Softlight with dimmer
function

Ducted or recirculating
operation

Auto intensive revert (6 mins)

10 minute automatic run on

Ducted or recirculating
operation
10 minute automatic run on

Alternative width
DWB068J50B 60cm

Energy Efficiency A+

Energy Efficiency A+

Hood Width 90cm

Hood Width 90cm

Serie | 4
DWB097A50B
Box hood

Serie | 2
Specifications

DWB09W452B
Box hood

Electronic power level display
Energy

A

+

90
cm

Rocker switch control
Energy

Soft touch button control

Specifications

D

90
cm

3 power levels

3 power levels + intensive

2 X 30W halogen spotlights

3 x LED lights

Ducted or recirculating
operation

Auto intensive revert (6 mins)
Ducted or recirculating
operation

Alternative width
DWB067A50B 60cm

Alternative width
DWB06W452B 60cm

Energy Efficiency A+

Energy Efficiency D

Hood Width 90cm

Hood Width 90cm
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Chimney hoods
Serie | 2
DWB094W50B
Box hood
Energy

D

90
cm

Serie | 4
Specifications

DWW097A50B

Slimline pyramid hood

Rocker switch control

Electronic power level display
Energy

3 power levels

Specifications

A

+

90
cm

Soft touch button control

2 x 40W lights

3 power levels + intensive

Ducted or recirculating
operation

3 x LED lights
Auto intensive revert (6 mins)
Ducted or recirculating
operation

Alternative widths
DWW077A50B 70cm
DWW067A50B 60cm
Hoods

Alternative widths
DWB074W50B 70cm
DWB064W50B 60cm

Energy Efficiency D

Energy Efficiency A+

Hood Width 90cm

Hood Width 90cm

Serie | 2
DWW09W460B

Slimline pyramid hood

Specifications

DWW09W450B

Slimline pyramid hood

Rocker switch control
Energy

E

90
cm

Rocker switch control
Energy

3 power levels

Specifications

E

90
cm

3 power levels

2 x 40W lights

2 x 40W lights

Ducted or recirculating
operation

Ducted or recirculating
operation

Alternative width
DWW06W460B 60cm

Alternative widths
DWW07W450B 70cm
DWW06W450B 60cm

Energy Efficiency E

Energy Efficiency E

Hood Width 90cm

Hood Width 90cm
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Telescopic hoods
Serie | 8
DFS097J50B
Energy

A

90
cm

Serie | 4
Specifications
Electronic touch control

DFS097A50B
Energy

A

90
cm

Filter saturation indicator

2 x LED lights

2 x LED lights

Auto intensive revert (6 mins)

Auto intensive revert (6 mins)
Soft light with dimmer
function

Alternative width
DFS067A50B 60cm

Runs for an extra 15 minutes
Ducted or recirculating
operation

Energy Efficiency A

Energy Efficiency A

Hood Width 90cm

Hood Width 90cm

Serie | 2
DFM063W50B
Energy

C

60
cm

Specifications
For installation into a 60cm
wide cupboard
2 power levels
2 x 20W halogen lights
Ducted or recirculating
operation
Rocker switches

Energy Efficiency C
Hood Width 60cm
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Electronic soft touch button
control
3 power levels + intensive

3 power levels + 2 intensive

Alternative width
DFS067J50B 60cm

Specifications

Runs for an extra 10 minutes
Ducted or recirculating
operation

Integrated hoods
Serie | 2

Energy

E

60
cm

Specifications
Installation between
cupboards

DHE635BGB
Energy

D

60
cm

Specifications
Installation between
cupboards

Rocker switch control

Rocker switch control

3 power levels

3 power levels

2 x 40W lights

1 x 40W light

Ducted or recirculating
operation

Ducted or recirculating
operation

Energy Efficiency E

Energy Efficiency D

Hood Width 60cm

Hood Width 60cm

Hoods

DHE645MGB

Canopy hoods
Serie | 6
DHL785CGB
Energy

C

70
cm

Specifications
Kitchen cupboard installation

DHL575CGB
Energy

C

50
cm

Specifications
Kitchen cupboard installation

Rim ventilation

Rim ventilation

Soft touch button control

Soft touch button control

3 power levels + intensive

3 power levels + intensive

2 x LED lights

2 x LED lights

Auto intensive revert (6 mins)

Auto intensive revert (6 mins)

Ducted or recirculating
operation

Ducted or recirculating
operation

Energy Efficiency C

Energy Efficiency C

Hood Width 70cm

Hood Width 50cm
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Canopy hoods
Serie | 4
DHL555BGB
Energy

D

60
cm

Serie | 2
Specifications
Overhead canopy installation

DHL535BGB
Energy

E

60
cm

Specifications
Overhead canopy installation

3 power levels + intensive

Rocker switch control

2 x 20W halogen lights

2 power levels + intensive

Ducted or recirculating
operation

2 x 30W halogen lights
Ducted or recirculating
operation

Slide switch

Energy Efficiency D

Energy Efficiency E

Hood Width 60cm

Hood Width 60cm

Conventional hoods
Serie | 2
DHU626MGB
Energy

D

60
cm

Specifications
Wall mounted installation

DHU645PGB
Energy

E

60
cm

Specifications
Wall mounted installation

3 power levels

3 power levels

2 x 20W halogen lights

1 x 30W halogen light

Ducted or recirculating
operation

Ducted or recirculating
operation

Push button control

Slide switch

Alternative colours
DHU646PGB Black
DHU642PGB White

Energy Efficiency D

Energy Efficiency E

Hood Width 60cm

Hood Width 60cm
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Download a copy of our
freestanding catalogue online
at bosch-home.co.uk
or call 0344 892 8979

Contact Bosch Customer Service
To arrange an engineer visit, obtain
product advice or order replacement
spare parts or accessories visit
bosch-home.co.uk or call
0344 892 8979
Republic of Ireland customers
should visit bosch-home.ie
to arrange an engineer’s visit,
or to order spare parts and
accessories, or call
(01) 450 2655

Bosch Home UK

@BoschHomeUK

Calls are charged at the basic rate, please check with your telephone service provider for exact charges.
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